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A B S T R A C T   

In photopolymerization-based additive manufacturing a complex interplay exists between the vat photo-
polymerization process characteristics and the (photo-active) resin’s material properties, which governs the 
trajectory from the input target geometry to the resulting true geometry of a printed component. Particularly for 
fine featured geometries, there might be a clear mismatch between the latter two. Determining whether the 
entire component is printable can only be properly assessed through a test-print. The current work proposes an 
alternative modeling-driven route, which, after system and material characterization, facilitates predicting the 
geometrical defects of the resulting solidified component (including deformation). This is enabled through a 
coupled multi-physical modeling of irradiation, photopolymerization, solidification and chemical shrinkage.   

1. Introduction 

Vat photopolymerization (VP) is an additive manufacturing (AM) 
technique capable of fabricating highly accurate polymer components 
with high speed. The additive process is based on selective irradiation of 
a photo-active polymer resin by (near) UV light in a layer-by-layer 
fashion. The relatively low energy input induces a chemical photo-
polymerization reaction, which in turn causes solidification. Even 
though the concept of VP might appear more suitable for rapid proto-
typing, high performance materials with tailored properties for a wide 
variety of applications are nowadays broadly available [1]. Filling the 
polymer resin with a powder material—followed by subsequent (post-) 
processing steps—even enables AM of ceramic or metal components 
[2–5]. 

The challenges in AM generally lie in reproducability from part-to- 
part and print-job-to-print-job, productivity/speed of the printing pro-
cess and size of printable components, i.e. scalability [6]. Adapting a 
specific process to an intended geometry and/or printer generally also 
implies a large portion of trial-and-error in tuning process parameters 
[7]. Naturally, manufacturers provide well documented resins accom-
panying their proprietary printer in an attempt to resolve part of this 
issue, but it does not entail a generic solution. A noteworthy path to-
wards increased part quality in VP is the integration of sensors and 
(closed loop) control schemes into the printer [8–10]. 

The complexity of the VP process, in the context of the challenges 
addressed above, originates from the intrinsic multiphysical nature of 
the process [11,12]. Regardless of whether the printing system uses a 
bottom-up (constrained surface) or top-down irradiation (free 
surface)—as illustrated in Fig. 1 for a two-dimensional irradiation, 
Digital Light Processing (DLP), system—the VP process starts with the 
addition of a layer of resin of predefined thickness in the order of 50 μm. 
As soon as this so-called “recoating” step is completed, the photo-
polymerization reaction is initiated by a UV projection of the 
cross-section of the product [13]. Absorption limits the light’s penetra-
tion depth into the resin. In all locations where enough photons are 
available to be absorbed by the initiator, the liquid monomer poly-
merizes; a process which is accompanied by an exothermic temperature 
increase and chemical shrinkage [14]. As soon as a critical amount of 
energy, ϵc, is supplied, the conversion reaches a threshold and solidifi-
cation occurs [15]. The accumulated effect of inhomogeneous shrinkage 
in the stack of layers that shape a component can cause deforma-
tion/warpage [16,17]. The number of relevant physical effects increases 
further when accounting for effects such as photobleaching [18–21] or 
the presence of inhibitor species such as oxygen [22–26]. 

The combination of these effects and their complex interplay makes 
accurate predictions of the quality of the printed component cumber-
some. A simulation tool that captures the multiphysical nature of the AM 
process greatly enhances the process from design, material, printer and 
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printing conditions towards a functional and qualitative part. Different 
authors have worked on modeling the printed part for both scanning 
laser (stereolithography) and full-field irradiation (mask projection or 
DLP) systems. Starting from Jacobs’ cure depth model [15], in the 
following papers a rough distinction can be made between attempts that 
capture the effect of the layered nature of the AM process by applying 
selective shrinkage to a predefined geometry [16,27–30] or papers that 
incorporate highly detailed physics to predict the polymerized profile of 
a single or a limited number of layer(s) as a function of the UV light input 
[22,31–34]. The distinctive characteristic of the current work is that it 
predicts the printed/solidified geometry on a full-component scale—and 
the (unintended) deformation/warpage in it—through multi-physical 
modeling of irradiation, conversion, mechanical solidification and 
chemical shrinkage, with the sliced cross-sections of the target compo-
nent as the departing point. This is accomplished by finite element 
simulation in an immersed setting, for which the model input is the 
applied irradiation pattern that corresponds to the (sliced) target ge-
ometry, analogous to previous work by the authors on VP for ceramics 
[11,12]. In contrast to those works, the scope of this work is restricted to 
the prediction of VP for an unfilled polymer, whilst including a quali-
tative validation for the DLP process. 

In the following, first, the theoretical formulation of the framework 
will be addressed, after which the experimental approach to obtain 
validation samples will be introduced. Subsequently, the model 
parameter identification is presented. The work will be concluded by the 
validation of the developed simulation framework. 

2. Modeling framework 

The developed simulation framework is implemented in a dedicated 
finite element code tailored for simulating direct and indirect AM pro-
cesses [35]. The general finite element formulation is considered outside 
the scope of this work, but the interested reader can find a plethora of 
relevant literature, e.g., [36,37]. Within this work, the framework is 
applied to a bottom-up VP approach (cf. Fig. 1), which is schematically 
depicted in Fig. 2. The repetitious process initiates with the build-plate 
moving upwards by (effectively) a layer thickness. Afterwards, 

patterned light from the projector enters the vat through the transparent 
slab, inducing the photopolymerization reaction. The description of the 
considered physics, i.e. irradiation, photopolymerization, the additive 
nature of the process and solidification—which rely on the model 
formulation published in a previous paper [12]—are addressed in the 
following Sections 2.1 to 2.4. Section 2.5 addresses relevant aspects 
regarding the numerical implementation. Effects related to the recoating 
step, either in a top-down or bottom-up system, are not accounted for 
and the (instantaneously) deposited layer is considered to be flat [38]. 

2.1. Illumination 

Capturing the relevant physics starts with a suitable irradiation 
model for the DLP process at hand, which is based on the work of Kang 

Fig. 1. Illustration of a typical bottom-up (a) and top-down (b) irradiation DLP system. Compared to the UV light source, the build-plate is located on the opposing 
side and the arrows denote its direction of motion. 

build-plate

polymer component

resin vat

transparent slab

projector

Fig. 2. Schematic visualization of the bottom-up DLP system considered within 
this work. 
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et al. [34]. In contrast to direct laser illumination, as discussed in 
Ref. [12], the intensity profile of a single pixel is not a general 
two-dimensional Gaussian function; instead it reveals a rectangular 
cross section. The corresponding intensity distribution in a global co-
ordinate system, x→∈ R3 = (x,y,z), for a pixel i located at x→Si = (xSi ,ySi ,

zSi ), can be formulated as 

Ip,i( x→− x→Si , t) = Ip,i,max(t)exp

(

− 2
[r( x→− x→Si )]

2

[w( x→− x→Si )]
2

)

, (1)  

with Ip,i,max(t) the pixel’s peak intensity in the horizontal center, i.e. (x −

xSi , y − ySi ) = (0, 0), at time t. In this equation, r( x→− x→Si ) and 
w( x→− x→Si ) are given by 

r( x→− x→Si ) =‖ x→− x→Si‖2, (2)  

w( x→− x→Si ) = w0
r( x→− x→Si )

fsq( x→− x→Si ),
(3)  

where w0 is the intensity distribution’s 1∕e2 Gaussian half-width and fsq 
ensures the rectangular pixel shape through 

fsq( x→− x→Si ) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

x − xSi , if
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
y − ySi

x − xSi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ ≤ 1,

y − ySi , if
⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
y − ySi

x − xSi

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒ > 1.

(4)  

An example intensity profile of a single pixel is provided in Fig. 3. The 
corresponding total light source intensity profile is then provided by 
using the cumulative intensity as 

I0( x→, t) =
∑

i
Ip,i( x→− x→Si , t). (5)  

The horizontal position of a pixel simply follows from the distance be-
tween the pixels, i.e. the pitch Π, as xSi = Π(nx − 1∕2) and ySi =

Π
(
ny − 1∕2

)
. In the latter, nx and ny are integers that vary between 1 and 

the number of pixels in x- and y-direction, respectively, Nx and Ny, i.e. 
nx = 1, 2, …, Nx and ny = 1, 2, …, Ny. zSi , i.e. the out-of-plane position 
of pixel i, will be addressed later. The result for a 6 × 6 grid with 8 
activated pixels (with characteristics equal to the one in Fig. 3, w0 
= 50 μm and Π = 50 μm) is shown in Fig. 4. Eq. (5) is implemented in 
the numerical framework as a two-dimensional field that is updated 
once for every unique layer’s bitmap. This is not necessarily equivalent 
to the number of layers, because components with edges aligned with 
the z-direction can have the same cross-section across multiple layers. 
The ability of this individual pixel model to capture the cumulative ef-
fect in the physical process was proven by Kang et al. [34]. The inter-
ested reader may also find additional experimental support in the recent 
work of Emami and Rosen [39] that examines the effect of the light field 
in, e.g., the Gaussian beam’s focus. 

If we exploit that Beer-Lambert’s law provides the in-depth light 
absorption in the z-direction, the three dimensional intensity profile in 

the material points (assuming perpendicular incidence) is provided by 

I( x→, t) = Ĩ0(x, y, t)exp
(
− (zSi (t) − z)∕Dp

)
(6)  

with Dp the penetration depth, i.e. the depth where the irradiance has 
reduced to e− 1 of the initial value [13,15] and zSi the z-coordinate where 
the light enters the material, such that I(x, y, zSi , t) = I0(x, y, t), which 
depends on the number of layers and the layer thickness δ, cf. Fig. 2. 
Ĩ0(x, y, t) in Eq. (6) is the result of a linear interpolation step on the 
(sufficiently refined, but discrete) field I0, which ensures that the x- and 
y-coordinates where the two-dimensional intensity profile I0 is stored do 
not necessarily need to coincide with the (x, y)-coordinate of the 
material/integration points. 

2.2. Photopolymerization 

Different highly sophisticated models exist in literature to capture 
the physics of photopolymerization in detail [18–22,31,33,34,40,41]. 
For the solidification process, the conversion from monomers to a 
long-chained polymer is of interest. The conversion process is however 
influenced by multiple factors that can be accounted for. In a traditional 
mechanistic form for free radical photopolymerization, one can account 
for the rate of propagation and termination of the monomer consump-
tion, kp and kt, respectively, and the influence of temperature therein 
[42], i.e. 

−
d[M]

dt
= kp[M]

(
ψIa

kt

)1∕2

. (7)  

[M] in the above equation is the monomer concentration, Ia is the 
absorbed intensity and ψ the quantum yield for initiation. The differ-
ential equation in Eq. (7) is completed by an initial condition [M](0) =

[M]0. Typically, the progress of the polymerization reaction is quantified 
by the degree of conversion p: 

p =
[M]0 − [M]

[M]0
= 1 −

[M]

[M]0
. (8)  

Extensions might incorporate more species balances [18–21], the 
diffusion of species through the resin, or the presence of inhibitor species 
[22,43]. 

To reduce the number of model parameters, this work applies a 
phenomenological conversion law accompanied by a simple mathe-
matical formulation that accounts for oxygen inhibition. The latter is 
introduced to capture the limited print-through—which is the additional 
(unintended) solidification in layers before the one currently irradi-
ated—encountered in printed specimens. 

The phenomenological monomer evolution can be formulated in a 
similar form compared to Eq. (7), i.e. 

−
d[M]

dt
= P [M]

̅̅
I

√
, (9)  

with P a constant rate of polymerization. This simplified first-order 
reaction equation is shown to capture the photopolymerization pro-
cess accurately [8], although second-order reactions are reported in 
literature as well [42]. 

Considering that our interest lies in the degree of conversion and not 
in the evolution of the monomer concentration, the normalized quantity 
m = [M]∕[M]0 is introduced instead. Substituting m into Eqs. (9) and 
(8) provides 

−
dm
dt

= P m
̅̅
I

√
, (10)  

p = 1 − m, (11)  

for which m(t = 0) = m0 = 1. This model assumes that eventually all 
Fig. 3. Intensity profile for a single pixel Ip,i(xi, yj). The depicted irradiance 
distribution is normalized by Ip,i,max. 
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monomer is turned into polymer whereby the conversion reaches one. In 
practice, after vitrification occurs, the mobility of the non-reacted spe-
cies decreases and p reaches a plateau value < 1 [2,8,24,44]. To account 
for this, Eq. (11) is pre-multiplied by an asymptote accounting for the 
degree maximum of conversion, p∞ < 1, such that the absolute con-
version reads 

p̂ = p∞(1 − m) (12) 

In the majority of literature considering VP—instead of accounting 
for the evolution of the monomer conversion—a relation is identified 
between the energy input into the resin and the so-called cure depth Cd. 
For a single source intensity magnitude, a number of different irradia-
tion times is used to characterize the relationship between exposure ϵ 
and Cd. The relationship between the natural logarithm of exposure, 
ln(ϵ), and Cd is typically found to be linear [15,43,45]. The corre-
sponding slope is defined as the penetration depth Dp, i.e. the same 
parameter as introduced in Eq. (6). The intersection with a Cd of zero is 
the so-called critical exposure ϵc [13]. To relate the resulting working 
curve, i.e. Cd(ϵ)—and in particular the critical exposure—to Eqs. (10) 
and (11), it is key to note that after exposure of the resin with ϵc, gelation 
occurs and solidification initiates. In the framework of polymerization, 
this tipping point is generally termed the gel point, i.e. pgel [15]. 

The working curve has proven to be a valuable tool for characterizing 
resins in VP and for tailoring process parameters to improve printing 
quality. It is, however, derived from a single resin exposure. Conse-
quently, in a multi-layer process, it does not capture the extent of the 
solidification accurately, or, to put this more clearly: relying only on the 
exposure in a material point, a large amount of (non-existent) print- 
through would be predicted. To overcome this limitation, different re-
searchers make use of (partial) differential equations to accurately 
capture the cure evolution [22,25,26,41,46]—even while only consid-
ering a single irradiation step, i.e. the conversion of a single layer. 
Usually, the limiting factor is attributed to the inhibition of oxygen. A 
more phenomenological approach to capture this effect is used in the 
work of Kang et al. [34], who experimentally identified a critical in-
tensity based on the irradiation time that follows a relationship of the 
form Ic = aln(t∕1[s]) + b, where a is found to be < 0 and b is the intensity 
threshold at t = 1 s. The critical intensity acts as a threshold value; if a 
certain exposure is applied in a specific time interval, then the intensity 
should at least be Ic to support solidification. For the time-continuous 
modeling framework in this work, we invert this logarithmic relation-
ship, giving an inhibition induced time delay: 

τd = exp
(

ıc − I( x→)

ıs

)

, (13)  

where ιc and ιs are two resin/process constants with the unit of intensity. 

The purpose of Eq. (13) is to postpone the initiation of the conversion 
process, by enforcing d[M]∕dt = 0 while t < τd. Note that the phenom-
enon of a time delay as described by Eq. (13) is also observed experi-
mentally [8,9]. 

2.3. Capturing the additive nature 

In simulating an additive process, the size of the computational 
domain continuously increases. To circumvent the associated book-
keeping required, the most common methods for AM simulations 
perform a pre-meshing of the target printed geometry. Imitating the 
additive nature of the process is typically done using an element acti-
vation technique [47,48]. 

In this work, the outcome/resulting geometry is not assumed a priori, 
but follows from the process simulation instead—through the input 
irradiation. A section of the (resin) vat, inside which the part fits, is 
defined as the computational domain. New elements are added, one 
layer at a time, before moving to the next irradiation step. 

This procedure may seem similar to the aforementioned conven-
tional pre-meshing of the target geometry, but this only partly true. 
Highly similar is that the nodes of the newly added elements are placed 
at the coordinates where they were ‘intended’ in the predetermined 
computational domain, i.e. the vat section, which can be done conve-
niently since the finite element mesh is of a voxel type. The major dif-
ference lies in the applied immersed setting, which allows updating the 
contour of the emerging solidified geometry. 

2.4. Evolution of the mechanical properties 

The modeling framework accounts for two aspects affecting the 
evolution of mechanical properties. These are (i) the shrinkage that is 
associated with the polymerization and (ii) the progression of the (solid- 
like) material’s properties during solidification. The influence of tem-
perature is neglected while considering the above aspects in combina-
tion with an elastic constitutive behavior, i.e. the process is assumed 
isothermal. This simplification is made since it is the final printed state 
that is of interest here (with a homogeneous temperature throughout the 
component). Only a limited influence of thermal expansion during the 
irradiation step is expected. 

Whereas the physics in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 can be solved inside a 
material point using the source and initial conditions, for the mechanics, 
a balance equation has to be solved on the entire computational domain. 
The linear momentum balance, omitting dynamic effects, i.e. assuming a 
quasi-static process, is formulated as 

∇
→⋅σ( x→) + ρ b

→
= 0→, (14) 

Fig. 4. Illustration of the accumulative effect of neighboring (activated) pixels for the pixel characteristics shown in Fig. 3, w0 = 50 μm and Π = 50 μm. The 
activated pixels are shown in (a) and the resulting irradiance distribution is shown in (b). Note that the maximum intensity magnitude is larger than Ip,i,max, which is 
used as a normalization value. 
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where σ is the stress tensor, b
→

is the gravitational (body) force vector per 
unit volume and ρ the mass density. Strains enter Eq. (14) through the 
constitutive equation, which, in this work, is given by Hooke’s law: 

σ( x→) = 4C( x→) : εe( x→), (15)  

with 4C the fourth-order elastic stiffness tensor and εe is the elastic strain 
tensor. 

The total strain consists of the combination of the elastic strain εe and 
the polymerization shrinkage strain εch, i.e. 

ε( x→) = εe( x→) + εch( x→). (16)  

εch is linearly dependent on the conversion via 

εch( x→) =
1

p∞
p̂( x→)εch,maxI, (17)  

in which εch,max is the strain at maximum conversion p∞ and I the unity 
tensor to account for the volumetric shrinkage. Note that Eq. (17) is 
simply obtained from the semi-analytical volumetric shrinkage strain 
[29,49,50]. If needed, Eq. (16) can be further extended with e.g. ther-
mal, viscous and plastic strains. 

Using a finite element discretization, the total strain needs some 
additional considerations. Upon generation of a new layer of materi-
al—with its corresponding new nodes at the intended positions, and pre- 
existing nodes from the previous layer in a deformed configuration, cf. 
Section 2.3—an initial strain already exists. This prior strain, present in 
the element upon introduction, should not induce any stress and is 
therefore extracted from the (current) element’s strain (inside the 
integration points) to obtain the total stain, i.e. 

ε( x→) = εel( x→) − εel
0 ( x→), (18)  

which is next substituted in Eq. (16). 
The second aspect of the evolution affects Eq. (15) through the 

stiffness tensor 4C. The isotropic linear elastic formulation of 4C is a 
function of the Poisson’s ratio ν and the Young’s modulus E. To capture 
the solidification, the Young’s modulus is defined conversion 
dependent: 

E(p̂)=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩
e0Epol for p̂<pgel,

(
1− e0

p∞ − pgel

(
p̂ − pgel

)
+e0

)

Epol for p̂≥pgel.

⎫
⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎭

(19)  

This bilinear function uses a lower bound for E, for conversion < pgel, 
which is much smaller than the polymerized Young’s modulus Epol by 
multiplication with e0 ≪ 1. Once the gel point is reached, the Young’s 
modulus linearly increases from e0 Epol to Epol at maximum conversion 
p∞. Technically, in the fluid phase the resin’s E is not defined, but—since 
the interest lies in the solidification—a value close to zero suffices and 
facilitates the (immersed) finite element simulation. The resulting 
stiffness matrix is isotropic and the Poisson’s ratio is assumed constant. 
An equivalent linear dependence of the stiffness on the conversion 
(through exposure and reaction kinetics) is also found experimentally 
[51,52]. 

2.5. Numerical implementation 

The mechanical description in Section 2.4 is completed by appro-
priate boundary conditions: at z = 0 the displacements of the nodes are 
fully constrained to account for a proper bonding with the build-plate. 
Because the simulation only considers a section of the (resin) vat, the 
lateral boundaries of the domain are allowed to contract freely. The 
separation force related to bottom-up VP systems—associated with 
detachment from the transparent slab, cf. Fig. 2—is not accounted for. 

The section of the resin vat of interest, i.e. the rectangular prism 
around the immersed component, is discretized using cube-shaped 
linear hexahedron (8-node) finite-elements of uniform size. Numerical 
integration is performed using Gaussian quadrature. Within the current 
formulation, the conversion equation is solved through a simple ordi-
nary differential equation inside the integration points using the local 
light intensity as input. An iterative GMRES solver is used to derive the 
momentum equilibrium of Eq. (14) and time-steps are uniform, i.e. 
Δt = 0.05 s. Upon placement of a new layer, the degree of conversion 
p̂ = 0 and the initial strain ε( x→) = 0 in each integration of each element, 
through Eq. (18). 

3. Experimental setup 

The modeling framework is qualitatively validated through a 
geometrical correlation with physically printed samples. The following 
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 address the experimental approach and the 
(intention of the) printed geometries, respectively. 

3.1. Process characterization 

In order to perform the validation step, a number of sample geom-
etries are printed on a Rapidshape S60 mini DLP printer, which was 
schematically depicted in Fig. 2. The pixels’ pitch Π is approximately 
48 μm and layers are printed with a thickness δ = 50 μm (which are 
self-corrected with + ∕ − 10 μm accuracy). 

Samples are printed with a prototyping material containing multiple 
methacrylates, 2 wt% photo-initiator Irgacure 819 and 0017 wt% of a 
blue light-blocking dye. The corresponding working curve parameters 
are a critical exposure ϵc of 11 mJ∕cm2 and a penetration depth Dp of 
117 μm. The geometries are not additionally reinforced by support 
structures during printing. To ensure sufficient bonding with the base 
plate, the first three layers are printed with an exposure of 
ϵ0 = 100mJ∕cm2, while the exposure for the remaining layers is ϵ1 
= 18mJ∕cm2. 

After printing, the samples are removed from the base plate using a 
glass scraper and cleaned (twice) using IPA in an ultrasonic cleaner. The 
samples are not post-cured, in line with the numerical simulations. 

To extract the full three-dimensional geometrical shape of the prin-
ted samples, an industrial μCT scanner (Phoenix Nanotom) is used. The 
samples are attached to a rod—on which the sample rotates for imaging 
purposes—at the build-plate-cut-plane using a small amount of clay 
material. Using the clay, the samples are placed at an angle to optimize 
the visualization, but the clay can leave traces in the processed geom-
etries. Although multiple samples are printed of each geometry, see 
Section 3.2, only two are examined. From the resulting three- 
dimensional voxelized data, obtained with a resolution of 4 μm, the 
outside contours are extracted in an stl-format—after removal of the air 
and rod/clay (by thresholding using VGSTUDIOMAX software, version 
1.0)—to conveniently compare to the numerically obtained data. Using 
these (relatively) high resolution images allows to assess the solidified 
contour of individual layers and the presence of small scale defects. 

3.2. Components’ geometry specification 

Three different sample categories are printed, all of size ≤ 3 mm. The 
design of these will be introduced—and compared to the actually prin-
ted samples—in Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.3. An additional simple brick like 
shape (5 × 4 × 3 mm3) is printed for characterization of the mechan-
ical properties by indentation experiments. 

3.2.1. Pixel characterization 
The first sample, displayed in Fig. 5, is tailored to identify the irra-

diation characteristics of the system. It consists of a rectangular base 
(1750 × 1750 × 500 μm3) that has its lateral faces aligned with the x-, 
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y- and z-direction of the printer, with simple characterizing features on 
top. The smallest features are two layers high (2δ = 100 μm) with a 
dimension of 50 μm in the horizontal plane. The dimensions of the 
square shapes on the diagonal from the top-left to the bottom-right equal 
50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 μm. From small, to large, the height of these 
shapes increases by a single layer-thickness δ. The remaining shapes 
have the same dimensional length, width and height as the (smallest) in- 
line (w.r.t. the x- and y-axis) shape on the (from the top-left to the 
bottom-right) diagonal. Due to the pitch between pixels, the shapes are 
expected to consist of one to five pixels in a row. Considering the printed 
sample will always be the result of the multi-physical process, the 
thickness of the base is chosen thick enough to ensure that shrinkage and 
(resulting) deformation have minimal influence. 

Two of the printed geometries are displayed in Fig. 6. The samples 
show the widened first three layers as a result of the increased energy 
input and a repetitive pattern in both vertical and horizontal directions, 
induced by the layers and individual pixels, respectively. Minor varia-
tions between the samples exist which are introduced by—but definitely 
not limited to—minor differences in the sliced cross-sections (as can be 
deduced from Fig. 6b) and inhomogeneities in the intensity profile from 
the mercury-vapor lamp in the DLP system, for different positions on the 
print bed, and the cleaning process. 

When comparing the target geometry (Fig. 5) to the actually printed 
ones (Fig. 6) a significant deviation becomes clear. The most obvious 
differences are the rounded shape of the edges of both the sample’s base 
and pillars and the fact that a single (row of) pixel(s) is insufficient to 
ensure solidification. For the 100 × 100 μm2 (2 × 2 pixels) square 
pillar only hardly distinguishable features remain. This illustrates the 
profound influence of the pixel characteristics—and the knowledge 
thereof—for the fabrication of fine featured components. 

3.2.2. T-shape 
The second geometry allows to identify the warpage in a free- 

standing overhang, to tailor the predicted print-through in the model. 
Different sizes are printed, as shown in Fig. 7, with the corresponding 
(target) dimensions specified in Table 1. Note that the different samples 
are symmetric around the central vertical axis, which motivates the T 
naming convention. The pedestal is added to ensure proper bonding to 
the base plate of the printer. 

The result after slicing, printing and cleaning is shown in Fig. 8. 
Whereas in the intended samples the faces are flat and the corners sharp, 
cf. Fig. 7, this is no longer the case for the printed samples. Even though 
some curvature can be recognized in the top section of the T, the amount 
of warpage is rather limited. Furthermore, based on the absence of 
surplus thickness in the overhang, the amount of print-through appears 
small. These findings should be confirmed in the modeling approach in 
Section 4. 

3.2.3. H-shape 
The final sample category is shaped in the form of an H on a pedestal, 

as shown in Fig. 9. Sample dimensions are provided in Table 2. This 
geometry is based on an H-shaped diagnostic sample which is frequently 
used to benchmark the accuracy of an SLA system [53–56]. However, in 
comparison, the currently printed H-samples are smaller in size and 
include a sloped overhang. As a result, they do not require any support 
structures. The addition of a pedestal ensures proper bonding to the 
build-plate for the smaller sample(s). 

The H-samples were fabricated to quantify a number of interesting 
phenomena in the VP process [53], which are also shown by the printed 
samples. This is illustrated in Fig. 10, which depicts the 
three-dimensional scanned geometries and a cross-section through the 

Fig. 5. Visualization of the irradiation characterization sample. Total dimensions of the part are 1750 × 1750 × 800 μm3 and all features are coinciding with a 
50 μm interval grid in x-, y- and z-direction. A perspective view is shown in (a) and an xy-plane, just above the base (z = 500 μm), is depicted with the grid in (b). 

Fig. 6. The geometry of two printed samples, as obtained from CT imaging. A perspective view is shown in (a) and the corresponding bitmap (input geometry), for 
the left (top) and right (bottom) component, at the xy-plane just above the base are depicted in (b). 
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middle of the part. The cross sectional contours in Fig. 10b are incor-
porated to illustrate that all samples show a particular deformation 
pattern. Firstly, the cross-sectional width of the part is more narrow in 
the horizontally connected regions, i.e. near the base and the overhang, 
compared to in the pillar sections. Furthermore, the top pillars seem to 
warp outwards—an effect that is most dominant starting from the 
overhang, which is referred to as a waist distortion [53]. Whereas the 
overall contour of the part is fairly smooth, indicating sufficient cure, the 
overhang section is jagged. This illustrates the print-through effect and 
demonstrates that the cleaning process can have a significant influence 
on the resulting thickness of overhang regions, when there is no sharp 
gradient in the conversion profile [23]. 

4. Parameter characterization 

In the following Sections 4.1 and 4.2, first, the conversion parame-
ters are characterized, followed by identification of the solidification 
characteristics. The optimized parameter set introduced below is ob-
tained through a sensitivity analysis. Even though a subdivision in 
parameter categories is used, it is key to note that the simulation results 
are the lumped effect of all the chemo-mechanical model parameters. It 
should be noted that the contour of the resulting printed component is 
also dependent on the cleaning process. Throughout the remainder of 
this paper it is assumed that a degree of conversion of at least pgel is 
sufficient to withstand cleaning. Simulation results are obtained with 3 
cube elements per layer thickness while the intensity interpolation grid 
points are spaced 5 μm apart and applied exposures are equal to the 
values denoted in Section 3.1. Only the sample in Fig. 5 and the smallest 
samples in Figs. 7 and 9, i.e. T1 and H1, are used for the parameter 
identification. 

4.1. Conversion characteristics 

The pixel characterization sample introduced in Section 3.2.1 is 
tailored to identify irradiation characteristics. For the input intensity a 

Fig. 7. Geometry of the target T1− 3-samples in (a) with the dimensions in front- and side-view in (b). Values for the dimensions are provided in Table 1.  

Table 1 
T-sample dimensions as depicted in Fig. 7b.   

W (μm) Wp (μm) H (μm) HT (μm) Hf (μm) D (μm) αT (∘) 

T1  1000  400  1000  200  200  1000  15 
T2  2000  600  1500  300  300  1500  15 
T3  3000  800  2000  400  400  2000  15  

1 mm

1 mm

2 mm

2 mm

3 mm

3 mm

Fig. 8. Geometry of the printed T1− 3-samples with different sizes, i.e. 1, 2 and 3 mm width, two of each.  
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representative value of I0 = 100W∕m2 is chosen [43], which, combined 
with a specific irradiation time provides the critical exposure. Specifi-
cation of a representative value for intensity is deemed appropriate 
because its effect on the resulting component is found limited. Process 
parameters that have a profound influence are the pixel properties, i.e. 
Ip,i,max and w0 in Eqs. (1) to (3). Together with the conversion parameters, 
P , ιc and ιs, they govern the volume that solidifies. 

The optimal combination of these parameters is found as Ip,i,max =

32W∕m2, P = 3⋅10− 2m s− 1W− 1
2, ιc = 50W∕m2 and ιs = 20W∕m2. w0 

follows from the combination of Ip,i,max and the (average) plateau value 
that provides I0—for a sufficiently large grid of pixels, i.e. in this case 
50 × 50 using Π = 48 μm—resulting in w0 = 59.91 μm. The conversion 
rate P follows directly from the critical energy. The provided value of P 

ensures that p̂ = pgel is reached after applying the critical exposure ϵc 

whilst accounting for p∞ = 0.7, which will be addressed in Section 4.2. 
Both the simulation result and the resulting printed pixel charac-

terization sample are displayed in Fig. 11 for the two sets of input bitmap 
slices displayed in Fig. 6b. Note that the depicted simulation results 
show the (deformed) volume with p̂ > pgel = 0.2. The absolute distance 
between the CT-scanned sample and the simulated geometry—extracted 
using the open-source software CloudCompare [57]—is included by 
color grading, revealing that the difference for the majority of the data 
points remains well below 25 μm. Fig. 11 indicates the relevance of the 
irradiance characteristics. Even though features of 1 × n are irradiated, 
no (remaining) solidification occurs. On the other hand, the smallest 
irradiation surface that provides a distinguishable feature on the 
resulting print is the 2 × 2 area. Even though it results in a minimal 
protrusion, the simulation framework is capable of capturing it. It 
should be noted that in addition to the protrusion also a number of 
free-floating volumes are predicted by the simulation framework on top 
of the 2 × n features. These are not accounted for in the absolute dif-
ference comparison, since these would not endure the extrac-
tion/washing process. For the printed pillars—and the contour of the 
base as well—the simulation result under-predicts the widening effect 
from top to bottom, but this effect is limited and therefore considered 
acceptable. Note that, unlike the printed samples, the simulated samples 
are still rigidly connected to the build-plate. Due to the linear-elastic 

Fig. 9. Geometry of the target H1− 3-samples in (a) with the dimensions in front- and side-view in (b). Values for the dimensions are provided in Table 2.  

Table 2 
H-sample dimensions as depicted in Fig. 9b.   

W 
(μm) 

Wp 

(μm) 
H 
(μm) 

HH 

(μm) 
Hp 

(μm) 
Hf 

(μm) 
D 
(μm) 

αH 

(∘) 

H1  1000  200  1500  200  400  500  1000  15 
H2  2000  400  2000  300  600  500  1500  15 
H3  3000  600  2500  400  800  500  2000  15  

1 mm

1 mm

2 mm

2 mm

3 mm

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Geometry of the printed H1− 3-samples in different sizes, i.e. 1, 2 and 3 mm width, two of each are shown in (a). In (b) the middle cross section is displayed 
on top of a (n arbitrary) square grid for all samples in (a), to better illustrate the deformation. 
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material model and the increased energy dose in the first three layers, 
with the corresponding higher amount of shrinkage, a build-plate 
release would induce an unrealistic concave deformation pattern of 
the sample as a whole. Indeed, the first three layers will be subjected to 
inelastic strains more significantly. The bottom of the printed samples is 
also relatively flat because these are cut from the base plate and no 

subsequent post-curing is applied. 
The T-sample in Fig. 7 is ideal for identification of the print-through 

effect. Ideally, the amount of print-through would follow from the 
experimentally determined working curve, specifically through Dp. In 
addition, here τd, i.e. Eq. (13), is required to obtain the correct resulting 
solidified component’s geometry (after washing). The resulting sample 

1.75 mm

(a)

1.75 mm

(b)
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the simulated geome-
tries for the pixel identification sample with the 
CT-scanned sample for the identified model 
parameters. Graphs (a) and (b) show two 
different simulations with the input bitmap of 
the corresponding printed sample, as indicated 
in Fig. 6b. Gray image (left) is the simulation 
result. The colored image (right) illustrates the 
absolute difference (in μm) between the printed 
sample and the simulated sample. The range of 
the color bar is limited to 50 μm. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article.)   

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the simulated geometry 
for the small T-shape with the CT-scanned 
sample for the identified model parameters 
from three different angles, in (a)–(c). Gray 
image (left) is the simulation result, colored 
images (other two) illustrate the absolute dis-
tance (in μm) from the printed samples to the 
simulated sample. The range of the color bar is 
limited to 75 μm. For visual comparison, the 
CT images also include a transparent simulation 
geometry. (For interpretation of the references 
to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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geometries are shown in Fig. 12. The (absolute) difference between two 
printed samples and the simulation result is again indicated by the 
coloring of the printed samples, this time for three different views as 
depicted in Fig. 12a–c, respectively. The two dimensional representation 
is not ideal, but in the following only a single view is presented. In 
Fig. 12 a significant difference is noticeable between the two (right-hand 
side) printed samples. This is a clear indication of the limited repro-
ducibility in the AM process, presumably caused by a local area of 
reduced intensity in the projection. The absolute difference between the 
predicted and the printed samples—with exception of some excess ma-
terial on the pedestal—is less than a layer thickness for both samples. 
Even though the two depicted samples may appear limited considering 
reproducibility, the remainder of the printed samples are fabricated 
using the same settings—even in the same print-job. It should be noted, 
however, that capturing reproducibility does not fall within the scope of 
the model. An interesting observation is that the simulated result shows 
an influence of the geometrical slicing in the angled overhang, but in the 
printed samples this effect is hardly noticeable. In line with the printed 
results—even though the numerical resolution may be considered 
limited on the layer scale—the prediction also shows the components’ 
gridded surface that demonstrates the influence of individual pixels. 

4.2. Mechanical properties 

Two different samples are of interest for the mechanical model 
description, i.e. the brick like sample and the smallest H-sample in Fig. 9. 
Of these, the former provides the Young’s modulus at an assumed 
Poisson’s ratio and the latter is used to determine the resin’s shrinkage. 

Indentation experiments on the brick-like sample for indentation 
depths ranging from 5 to 10 μm do provide a consistent Young’s 
modulus of E ≈ 1 GPa (with ν = 0.4) for an exposure of ϵ1. This is re-
flected by the simulation framework through the incorporation of an 
equivalent value for E at the conversion corresponding to ϵ1, i.e. ≈ 0.5. 
Using p∞ = 0.7, the Young’s modulus at maximum conversion is chosen 
as Epol = 1.7 GPa. The corresponding Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.4. 

The shrinkage strain is identified by comparing the deformation of 
the simulated H-sample to that of the printed ones, giving εch,max = −

0.05, which is representative for an acrylic resin [29]. This maximum 
shrinkage strain holds for the conversion asymptote p∞, which has been 
chosen at 70% conversion to capture the physical process limit [2,8,24, 
43,44,58] and, to a lesser extent, to limit the inhomogeneity of 
shrinkage within the sample, i.e. within a single layer and considering 
the different input exposures ϵ0 (first 3 layers) and ϵ1 (other layers). To 

account for the gravitational body force, i.e. b
→

= (0, 0,9.8) m/s2—even 
though the significance is small at the length scale of the considered 
samples—the mass density of the medium, ρ, is assumed constant 
throughout the conversion and equal to 1150 kg∕m3. 

The simulation result is visualized in Fig. 13 and shows remarkable 
correspondence with the printed samples. Yet, there are also some 

notable differences. Even though the widening of the first three layers is 
correctly captured, the printed samples show a larger shrinkage in the 
pedestal. For the printed samples, this difference appears more pro-
nounced for the sides aligned with the ‘geometrically-extruded’ direc-
tion. This effect might therefore be induced while printing the 
remainder of the structure, i.e. the pillars and overhang. The outward 
directed warpage of the top pillars and the waist of the H-sample is 
captured accurately, but the total height of the printed samples is 
roughly a layer thickness less, compared to the simulated result. Note 
that the printed geometries—except for a small part of the pedestal and 
the overhang section—do not show a variation larger than that, i.e. 
< 50 μm. 

5. Model validation 

A total of three differently sized T- and H-samples are printed and 
analyzed, as addressed in Section 3. The two larger samples, with a 
width equal to two and three times that of the small sample (cf. Tables 1 
and 2) are considered for model validation, i.e. to identify whether the 
size dependence can be captured accurately. The parameter set identi-
fied in Section 4 is used for this purpose. The largest samples (T3/H3) are 
simulated with a reduced resolution, i.e. 2 cube elements over the layer 
thickness. 

5.1. T-shaped sample 

The results for the T-shaped samples are depicted in Figs. 14 and 15 
for the 2 and 3 mm wide sample, i.e. T2 and T3, respectively. In addition 
to the comparison of the simulated result to the printed result (top row), 
the difference between the target geometry—which is used for the sliced 
input into the DLP printer—and the printed sample is now also included 
(bottom row). For the T2 sample, Fig. 14, the simulated geometry clearly 
matches the printed results quite accurately. The most dominant devi-
ation is present in the overhang section. The difference of the target 
geometry with the printed samples (experimental deviation) is much 
more pronounced. For the larger T3 sample, printing induced geomet-
rical errors become less pronounced. Judging from the shape—including 
the rounded edges, pedestal broadening and reduction of the pillar 
width—the simulation does provide an accurate prediction of the 
resulting geometry. A significant deformation, which is not present in 
the printed samples, is however predicted in the overhang inducing 
narrow end-sections at the edges of the horizontal T-section. This in-
dicates a restriction of the modeling framework in that it does not 
capture, e.g., the contact with the transparent slab, cf. Fig. 2. The dif-
ferences between the target, predicted and printed samples for the two 
different sample sizes also indicate that the relevance of (geometry) 
predictive models in AM is more pronounced when printing samples/ 
features closer to the resolution of the printer. 
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Fig. 13. Comparison of the simulated geometry 
for the small H-shape with the CT-scanned 
sample for the identified model parameters. 
Gray image (left) is the simulation result, 
colored images (other two) illustrate the abso-
lute distance (in μm) from the printed sample to 
the simulated sample. The range of the color bar 
is limited to 50 μm. For visual comparison, the 
CT images also include a transparent simulation 
geometry. (For interpretation of the references 
to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the simulated geometry with the printed samples (top row) and the target geometry with the printed samples (bottom row) for the T2-shape. 
The range of the color bar is limited to 75 μm. For visual comparison, the CT images also include a transparent simulation/target geometry. (For interpretation of the 
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the simulated geometry with the printed samples (top row) and the target geometry with the printed samples (bottom row) for the T3-shape. 
The range of the color bar is limited to 150 μm. For visual comparison, the CT images also include a transparent simulation/target geometry. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the simulated geometry with the printed samples (top row) and the target geometry with the printed samples (bottom row) for the H2-shape. 
The range of the color bar is limited to 100 μm. For visual comparison, the CT images also include a transparent simulation/target geometry. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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5.2. H-shaped sample 

The results for the H-shaped samples are depicted in Figs. 16 and 17 
for the 2 and 3 mm wide sample, i.e. H2 and H3, respectively. When 
comparing the simulated, intended and printed results, the conclusions 
that were drawn for the T-sample also apply here. A large difference is 
present between the two printed H2 samples in Fig. 16 due to process 
inaccuracies. This induces a large deviation from the target result in the 
rightmost printed sample, which is accurately captured by the simula-
tion. For both printed shapes, the agreement on the predicted shape and 
deformation is excellent—with the predicted print-through in the 
overhang the sole exception. The outward warpage of the top pillars 
(further away from the waist itself) remains under-predicted. 

5.3. Discussion 

The simulation results in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate the need for 
predictive modeling and the added value of the developed framework. 
Some additional (more general) remarks need to be made. 

Firstly, the limited reproducibility in the printed samples limits the 
correspondence with simulation results. It is key to identify any causes 
for a limited reproducibility—which might originate from e.g., the 
cleaning process or the characteristics of the irradiation source—and 
how to overcome these in practice [8]. In the current work, the samples 
are inspected right after removal from the print bed after printing, i.e. no 
post-curing is conducted. Note that this might have an additional in-
fluence on the resulting shape and (mechanical) properties [59]. 

The parameter characterization in this work relies on the identifi-
cation of model parameters through numerical simulations. This implies 
that the modeling parameters may not be necessarily equal to the 
physical parameters and the model validation is of a qualitative nature, 
i.e. to identify whether the correct trends are captured through the 
multi-physical approach (with some more phenomenological in-
gredients). The mathematical formulation of the numerical framework 
is already involved from a parameter identification point of view. From a 
physical perspective, however, the level of detail is still limited. Due to 
the restricted fluid behavior, for example, the current method is not 
ideal for the prediction of printability of an overhang structure. The 
photopolymerization provides a final conversion between 0 and the 
peak conversion (p∞), but it is independent of the depletion of the 
photoinitiator. Furthermore, the current implementation of oxygen in-
hibition ensures a good correspondence to the actual printed samples, 
but assumes full replenishment of oxygen from one irradiation to the 
next. This might appear oversimplified at first, but the agreement of the 

predictions indicate an adequate accuracy accompanying the phenom-
enological description of multiple effects. Possible effects are (but not 
limited to) the diffusion of oxygen through the resin, substitution of 
irradiated (but not solidified, i.e. liquid) resin during the recoating step 
and vitrification [24]. Whereas the phenomenological approach suits 
the goal of this work, enabling efficient component-scale simulations, a 
more accurate description might account for the presence of initiator 
and inhibitor (e.g., oxygen) species though additional ODEs [22,41]. 
Although in the current model, the interest lies in geometrical pre-
diction—for a qualitative validation with printed specimens—the me-
chanical formulation would also allow for the prediction of residual 
stresses. Due to the purely linear elastic assumption—neglecting viscous 
effects—the predicted stresses might be considered an upper limit. 

6. Conclusion 

The characteristics of the AM apparatus and the material properties 
and process physics have a profound influence on the (quality of the) 
printed specimens. This work proposes a modeling framework for three- 
dimensional process simulation of the DLP VP process in order to predict 
the resulting geometry and the (unintended) deformations therein. 

This is enabled through the development of a chemo-mechanical 
simulation framework that starts with the irradiation characteristics of 
the DLP system. To ensure that the resulting geometry is not affected by 
the computational domain, the process is simulated in an immersed 
region for which a (sufficiently large) volume of the resin vat is simu-
lated. This is distinct from typical component-scale simulation frame-
works that initiate from a pre-meshed geometrical realization of the 
target geometry that is selectively ‘activated’. In this work, the model 
input consists of the sliced and pixelated (based on the resolution of the 
printer) cross-sections of the target geometry. As a result, the irradiation 
profile, combined with the polymerization and solidification charac-
teristics, induce the resulting geometry prediction. 

The validation of the developed framework is conducted by a direct 
comparison to printed samples. Although the printed samples show 
limited reproducibility, the simulated results correctly (both qualita-
tively and quantitatively) capture the main characteristic features that 
distinguish the printed samples from the target ones. Considering that 
the deformation is a direct result of the chemical shrinkage and the 
underlying linear momentum balance, the model can also be used as a 
predictive tool for residual stresses—through the constitutive relation. 
This might prove useful in the design of (complex shaped) geometries 
with respect to printability, e.g., to prevent the occurrence of cracks/ 
delamination or excessive warpage. In addition, looking ahead, new 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the simulated geometry with the printed samples (top row) and the target geometry with the printed samples (bottom row) for the H3-shape. 
The range of the color bar is limited to 150 μm. For visual comparison, the CT images also include a transparent simulation/target geometry. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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paths to process optimization are opened as well as pre-manufacturing 
(digital) compensation of VP-inherent limitations with respect to geo-
metric accuracy. 

Future work should focus on alternative parameter identification 
strategies. Whereas the current work applies an iterative parameter 
optimization approach, ideally individual parameters should be identi-
fied from dedicated experiments. As a result, it is deemed feasible to 
uniquely identify the effect of individual process/material parameters 
through numerical simulation, e.g., changing the layer thickness or the 
addition of a dye. In turn, this will also provide the means to investigate 
the origin of reproducibility/repeatability issues in VP. To assess the 
shape characteristics of printed parts, the current formulation provides 
accurate results but the underlying stress prediction remains to be 
validated and, if needed, extended to a visco-elastic formulation. The 
physical formulation can be further extended by incorporation of tem-
perature effects, UV (and/or thermal) post-curing, or by accounting for 
the presence of a (static) powder filler that induces e.g., light scattering 
and more involved mechanical behavior [12]. 
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